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 I spent the last two semesters studying at National Dong Hwa University. I learned a lot 

at Dong Hwa. Not only did I learn Chinese but I also learned about Taiwan and it’s many 

cultures. I was fortunate enough to have be able to participate in an internship and travel around 

Taiwan. 

 During the fall semester, I had an internship at an Amis weekend school in Fuli township 

to the south of Hualien. At the school the elder teaches the children traditional Amis knowledge 

every Saturday. At the internship, I merely helped keep the children focused but I learned a lot 

about the Amis culture, language, and the lengths that the Amis people must go to in order to 

revive and preserve their culture. It was fun to go to the country side every weekend to have fun 

with the kids. 

 Perhaps the best thing about NDHU is the international students community. The 

international students are often very isolated from the normal students at NDHU so it can be very 

hard to make Taiwanese friends. Thankfully the international student community is very 

welcoming. I made many friends from all over the world and was very glad to learn about all of 

their cultures. 

 I spent a lot of time studying Chinese I learned the best studying Chinese online rather 

than in a classroom. I was very happy to have Taiwanese and Chinese language partners. I could 

help them with their English and they would help me with my Chinese. My language skill 

improved a bit over the course of the year though it is still not very good because all of the 

classes that could transfer back to my University were in English and this hindered my ability to 

learn more Chinese.  My favorite class is a tie between the History of Taiwan and Linguistic 

Anthropology. In linguistic anthropology, I learned to see the hidden meaning behind 

conversation not just the subtext but also the cultural relevance, history, and manipulation of 

every sentence. History of Taiwan taught me the complicated History of Taiwan that has many 



parallels to my home in the United States of America. I loved to learn about the interesting 

history and Professor Kang and Professor Pan were very good teachers who made the class very 

interesting. My favorite topic was aboriginal history in Taiwan. I have studied indigenous 

histories in the US and there is a lot of overlap between the two histories. 

 I loved to travel throughout Taiwan for a while Taipei was my favorite city I loved the 

fun underground techno clubs and the museums, but then I got to go to Tainan where I loved the 

history even more. The Chikan tower especially impressed me I loved to see the history of four 

different ruling groups of Taiwan in one place. The tower had Dutch, Koxinga, Qing, and 

Japanese influence all in one place it was fascinating. The hostel in Tainan was very good and I 

met people I still keep in contact with. I found that in Tainan and Taipei it was very easy to meet 

new friends. Because Tainan is so traditional it was easy for me to find new gifts for my family. 

After Tainan, I went to Kaohsiung which was very beautiful I has the best day hiking the 

Monkey mountain I saw many different groups of monkeyss and got a lot of excercize. I also 

biked Cijin Island all along the coast and I got to see all the ships leaving the harbor and 

embarking on the long process of globalization. I enjoyed this sight more than open ocean 

because it encompassed the modern world. Kaohsiung was a fun and modern city that I enjoyed 

a lot it felt more open and a little more comfortable than other cities.  

 Probably the best trip I went on was my trip to Lanyu or Orchid Island. I loved the humor 

of the Tao people and the hostel owner treated me and my two friends like family. We made a 

friend who took us snorkeling and we had the best time. We also met some other friends who 

took a day off to drive us around the island. It was fun to experience all the kindness of the 

people around and to learn of a new kind of remoteness. I had never been to a small Island before 

and where I grew up is 1000 miles away from the nearest ocean so it was interesting to see the 

world from Lanyu perspective I felt like I was on the edge of the world. It was a very enjoyable 

experience for me. 

 My favorite thing about Taiwan was the night markets I loved going to the market and 

eating good food with my friends and walking around my favorite food is coffin bread but I 

honestly loved eating all Taiwanese food. My favorite night market was Shilin in Taipei it was 

really crowded but the food was great. I also had a great restraint that I loved eating at neat 



Taiwan University in Taipei. In Hualien I always ate at the Salt Lick or Boom Burger when I 

missed American food.  

 I made many great friends here from all over the world and from Taiwan I really hope I 

will have the opportunity to go visit all of my friends in their countries someday. They were all 

very nice and welcoming and I scarcely felt lonely. It was nice to take a year off from working I 

have had a job since I was a child so it was nice to relax and learn what kind of person I am 

when I am not struggling to make ends meet I learned a lot about myself this year. 

 Overall, I really enjoyed coming to Taiwan this year and learning about this country that 

so many people don’t know enough about I enjoyed my time here immensely and I hope to be 

able to return in the future. I want to thank everyone at National Dong Hwa University for 

making this and enjoyable year for me. I am really excited to go home but I will always 

remember the year I spent in Taiwan with fondness. I learned a lot about myself here and I grew 

a lot I hope that when I go home I don’t forget all I learned about Taiwan and it’s people.  


